
What is a CZT 

A Certified Zentangle 

Teacher has been trained 

by Rick and Maria to guide 

students in the mindful 

meditative practice of the 

Zentangle method.  We 

aim to demonstrate the 

tangle patterns and tech-

niques in a supportive, en-

couraging and caring envi-

ronment.  There are no 

mistakes in Zentangle art.  

The Zentangle method can 

be used to conquer your 

stress and relax your 

mind.  Kind of like yoga 

for the brain.   

Learn the 

Zentangle ® 

Method 

Ph: 250.787.0106 or email 

debsaccidentalart@gmail.com 

“Anything is 

possible - one 

stroke at a time”  

Deb Bowyer, CZT 

Fort St John, BC 

Find me on Facebook 

www.facebook.com/debsaccidentalart 

Ph:  250.787.0106 

Email: debsaccidentalart@gmail.com 

Deb’s Accidental Art 

Deb’s Accidental Art 

This is an example of a tile made in an 

“Introduction to the Zentangle ® Method” 

Class 



Principles of the 

method: 
There is no up or down 

Non-representational 

Deliberate strokes 

Elemental strokes 

Unplanned 

No mistakes! 

Few steps to a tangle 

No ONE right way  

Fun and relaxing 

My Classes 
The Introduction to the Zentangle 

Method is a two to three hour class 

(all materials included)  where we will 

talk about the history of  

Zentangle ®, discuss the elements of a 

tile, play with a few tangles, shade a 

bit and appreciate our art.   

Everyone will end up with a different 

piece of art based on their unique spin 

on the tangle patterns. We will display 

them in a mosaic format so we can  

appreciate them as a group. 

Please phone, email, or Facebook mes-

sage me for pricing and more  

information.   

The Zentangle Method was created by 

Rick Roberts and Maria Thomas.  She is 

an amazing calligrapher and he was a 

practicing monk.  They created this 

meditative art form to empower anyone, 

without any artistic experience, to learn 

to generate beautiful art by drawing 

structured patterns. Rick and Maria 

believe everyone is an artist.   

 

 

Introducing the 

Zentangle ® 

Method 

Learn more at 

www.zentangle.com 

Deb’s Accidental Art 


